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Our hinges combine quality with durability. They will give any door or gate a face-lift and they will last a lifetime. Many have been hand cast in a British foundry using traditional methods which are over 100 years old.  Cast iron products have been familiar to the general public for many years.  However, there are many varieties of cast irons all of which have differenet properties and applications.  Malleable iron is particularly suitable for the production of builder's ironmongery because of it's strength and durability.  It should not be confused with cheaper imitations whch are also available.

Our hinges are available in a variety of  styles and sizes so there should be a hinge to suit every taste and door width.  As a rough rule of thumb, door hinges should be at least half to two thirds the width of the door that they are being fitted to. These quality door hinges are supplied as a pair and they come complete with all fixings and screws.

Click Here to learn why Kirkpatrick products are special and how they make them
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Beeswax Hinges


The beeswax finish is a beautiful, natural looking finish. Its dark tones will look great against most doors and gates and will really bring them to...
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Brass & Bronze Hinges


These door and gate hinges are made from solid brass or bronze by skilled craftsmen. You can tell from the weight of them that they are of the highe...
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Chrome & Nickel Hinges

These chrome and nickel hinges combine quality with durability. They will give any door or gate a face-lift and will last a lifetime. These hinges mus...
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Iron Hinges


Our cast iron hinges combine quality with durability. They will give any door or gate a face-lift and they will last a lifetime. Many of these hinge...
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Pewter Hinges


Our pewter door and gate hinges not only look fantastic but will also last a lifetime. The designs are based on timeless classics but hand-forging m...
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Our Address


Cast in Style� Co Ltd

The Granary, Long Lane

Kilsall (Nr Cosford)

Shifnal

Shropshire

TF11 8PL

United Kingdom


  0800 009 6233 

  support@castinstyle.co.uk
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